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Abstract 
 The NREL-Phase VI wind turbine which is a stall-regulated, constant speed wind turbine was 
numerically simulated to determined its optimal annual energy outputs in two local wind statistics in 
Thailand. The BEM-based computer program   “SuWiTStat-2”  was used in the simulation. By varying the 
rotational speeds and tip pitch angles and by integrating with the annual wind statistics  the optimal 
annual energy output could be determined. It was found that   in different wind statistics both the 
rotational speeds and tip pitch angles should be adjusted. It is most likely that these adjusted values 
would be different from location to location as well as different from  the manufacturer settings, in order to 
get an optimal annual energy output. The finding confirmed that adjustments are important to suit wind 
conditions in Thailand which are very different from those that were predetermined by the manufacturers.   
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1. Introduction 

Most small to medium size wind turbines 
operate under the condition of constant 
rotational speed, in order to reduce its cost.  
This type of wind turbine is also called stall-
regulated wind turbine. Commercial wind 
turbines available in the market are designed 
and optimized at theirs rated wind speeds and 
theirs wind statistics which are predetermined by 
the manufacturers. The rated wind speeds are 
often in the range of 12-14 m/s which is much 
beyond the wind regime in Thailand. As a result 

the rotational speeds are correspondingly too 
high. The cords, tapers, twists are also 
optimized by BEM-based codes [1],[2],[3] used 
by the manufacturers. As for the last three 
parameters, the customer can not change them; 
but for the tip pitch angles and the rotational 
speeds a sophisticated customer could modify 
them to suit his needs or he could ask the 
manufacturers to modify the speed and tip pitch.    

In our previous works, stall-regulated wind 
turbine (NREL Phase VI) was studied by 
operating at its designed speed but at various 
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adjusted pitch angles [14],[17],[18].  The 
optimum pitch angle was evaluated in order to 
produce the maximum annual energy yield. It 
was found that the optimum pitch angles were 
about 1-3 degrees off from the set angles and 
the energy outputs increased from the set pitch 
angle by about 2-5%.  

We also found that winds of the same 
average speed but with different Weibul’s  
parameters required different tip pitches to 
produce optimal energy yields.  

Another crucial design parameter is  the 
rotational speed. It is well established in wind 
turbine theory that for a given wind speed and 
blade configuration their exist an optimal 
rotational speed which produces the maximum 
power output. In stead of rotational speed, the 
linear speed of the blade tip is often normalized 
with the wind speed to become the tip speed 
ratio.  In this study, we focus on optimizing the 
rotational speed of the NREL Phase VI turbine 
which is a stall-regulated wind turbine [5].  This 
turbined was rated at wind speed of 9 m/s.  

Two sites in Thailand which have 
reasonably good winds will be selected in this 
study, namely: Huasai district of 
Nakornsrithammarat province and Doi Monlarn 
of Chiangmai Province. Since the average wind 
speeds of these two locations are quite lower 
than that used to design the NREL Phase VI 
turbine, we can expect that the optimal speeds 
for these two location would be correspondingly 
lower. 

 
 
 
 

2. Methodology  
The tool used to carry out this work is the 

BEM-based code named “SuWitstat-2.” The 
BEM (Blade Element Momentum) theory is well 
established and is used widely in the industry to 
help design wind turbines.  
 BEM is based on mass, axial momentum and 
angular momentum conservation equations, 
together with airfoil data from experiment.  
Prediction of power by BEM depends on 2-D 
data from wind tunnel experiment, namely lC  
and dC .  Even though the behavior of 2-D flow 
and 3-D flow at low angle of attack are rather 
similar but they are quite different at high angle 
of attacks because of the stall delay 
phenomena. Therefore the 2-D data should be 
corrected by corrective models.  Conversion 
from 2-D to 3-D data requires Viterna-Corrigan 
model [2] and Corrigan-Schillings model [7] in 
order to enhance the accuracy of the program.  
Other corrective models are also required such 
as tip loss and hub loss model as seen in [6].      
 The modified program is named 
‘SuwitStat-2’, after the first version ‘SuWiTStat’.  
The accuracy of SuWiTStat-2 is the 
consequence of choosing the suitable corrective 
models.  The Corrigan-Schillings model is 
applied to modify lC  and Viterna-Corrigan 
model is applied to modify dC  in order to 
provide a realistic increase in rotor power due to 
stall delay phenomena. Then the program is 
validated with the experimental data of NREL 
Phase VI (Fig.2) which was the results of a two-
bladed rotor with the diameter of 10.1 m and the 
rated power of 19.8 kW, starting at the cut-in 
wind speed of 6 m/s.  
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Fig. 2 size and geometry of NREL Phase VI 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of measured and predicted 

performance for the NREL Phase VI   
 
 From Fig.3 it is seen that the predicted 
power curve from SuWiTStat-2 agrees better 
with the experimental data of NREL Phase VI 
than that of SuWiTStat, especially at high wind 
speed range (19-25 m/s). At moderate wind 
speed range of 9-11 m/s, however, the predicted 
data from SuWiTStat-2 slightly over-predict the 
results of SuWiTStat.   
  
3. Typical wind statistics 
 The probability distribution curves as seen 
in Figs. 4-5 show the wind characteristics in Doi 
Monlarn [15] and Huasia [16].  Obviously, the 
wind speed in Huasai is higher than Doi Monlarn 
remarkable from the skewness of Weibull’s 
probability distribution.  The scale parameter, c, 
is used to indicate how windy the site is (on 
average) and the shape parameter, k, tells 

where peaked the distribution is.  From Fig.4, 
the value of c and k parameter from Doi Monlarn 
site are 6.34 and 2.69, respectively with the 
mean wind speed of 5.64 m/s whereas the value 
of c and k parameter from Huasai site are 7.98 
and 2.02, respectively with the mean wind speed 
of 7.07 m/s as seen in Fig.5.  According to the 
Weibull’s parameters and the mean wind speeds 
of these 2 sites indicate that the wind site in  
Huasai is windier than the wind site in Doi 
Monlarn. 
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Fig.4 wind speed distribution at Doi Monlarn site 

 

Huasai 
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Fig.5 wind speed distribution at  

Huasai site 
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 The annual yield can be obtained by 
integrating the combined effects of the predicted 
power and the probability curves as in the eq.(1), 
  annual t

u
P PDF P dV= ⋅∫8760  (1) 

where  annualP is the annual yield, PDF and tP  
are the Weibull’s probability density function  
and wind turbine power at instantaneous wind 
speed, respectively.     
 
4. Results and discussion 

The predicted data by solely optimized 
pitch angle are shown in Table 1. The results 
show that the pitch variation of the wind turbine 
operating under 2 local wind characteristics 
collected from 2 provinces have influences on 
the annual yields.  The predicted results could 
illustrate that the annual yields tend to increase 
when pitch angles were varied from the design 
tip pitch angle (3 degree).  The maximum annual 
works for Doi Monlarn and Huasai site were 
achieved at the tip pitch angle of 1 and 4 degree, 
respectively.      
  
Table 1 The annual work by optimizing tip pitch 
angle in 3 provinces  

Annual work [MW.h/year] Tip Pitch 
Doi Monlarn Huasai 

-4 2.86 2.38 
-3 3.21 2.93 
-2 3.49 3.45 
-1 3.67 3.88 
0 3.76 4.26 
1 3.78 4.57 
2 3.70 4.77 
3 3.55 4.90 
4 3.35 4.96 
5 3.08 4.94 

 

 Due to the diversity of wind 
characteristic in various observed sites, the 
rotational speed of stall-regulated wind turbine 
which was designed based on a specific wind 
data should be optimized for a proper operation 
in a local wind characteristic.  In this study, tip 
pitch and rotational speed were simultaneously 
varied in order to search for the maximum 
annual work.  The effect of tip pitch and 
rotational speed on the annual work in Doi 
Monlarn and Ubonratchathani are shown in 
Figs.6-7 and Tables 2-3.  In Figs.6-7, the local 
peaks of the annual work were obtained as the 
consequence of the rotational speed variation.  
The maximum annual work, 54.92 MW.h/year for 
Doi Monlarn site, occurred at the tip pitch and 
the rotational speed take values of -1 degree 
and 12.5 rad/s, respectively.  Likewise, the 
maximum annual work for Huasai site is equal to 
132.28 MW.h/year occurred at the tip pitch and 
the rotational speed take values of -1 degree 
and 18.5 rad/s, respectively.         
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Fig.6 Effect of the rotational speed on the 
annual yield in Doi Monlarn.   
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Fig.7 Effect of the rotational speed on the 
annual yield in Huasai. 
 
Table 2 The annual work in MW.h/year by 
optimizing rotational speed at Doi Monlan 

β = -3 β = -2 β = -1 β = 0 β = 1

4.5 4.77 6.34 7.34 8.65 9.83

5.5 11.27 13.63 15.95 17.90 19.34

6.5 21.95 24.47 26.76 28.68 29.41

7.5 32.14 34.94 36.71 37.63 37.76

8.5 40.30 42.87 44.35 44.58 43.64

9.5 45.95 48.40 49.57 49.09 47.01

10.5 49.27 51.81 52.71 51.59 48.71

11.5 50.36 53.32 54.67 52.91 49.14

12.5 50.07 53.61 54.92 52.98 48.19

13.5 48.88 52.97 54.42 52.08 46.79

14.5 46.90 51.55 53.40 50.62 44.76

15.5 44.52 49.63 51.57 48.81 41.91

16.5 41.84 47.25 49.66 46.64 39.13

17.5 38.75 45.15 47.52 43.97 38.20

omega 
[rad/sec]

Tip pitch [degree]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3 The annual work in MW.h/year by 
optimizing rotational speed at Huasai 

β = -3 β = -2 β = -1 β = 0 β = 1

11.5 84.12 90.80 95.70 96.83 95.73

12.5 94.97 101.92 105.90 106.50 103.66

13.5 104.00 111.05 114.42 113.98 109.75

14.5 110.85 117.89 121.23 119.68 113.98

15.5 115.62 122.95 126.04 123.65 116.22

16.5 118.47 126.23 129.36 126.23 117.42

17.5 119.55 128.21 131.47 127.36 119.23

18.5 120.05 128.95 132.28 127.34 115.92

19.5 118.89 128.22 131.56 126.51 114.40

20.5 116.51 127.12 130.80 124.86 111.43

21.5 113.96 124.70 129.24 122.29 108.19

22.5 110.86 122.28 127.03 119.93 103.86

23.5 107.47 119.41 124.82 117.01 99.56

24.5 103.78 115.86 122.60 113.13 95.35

omega 
[rad/sec]

Tip pitch [degree]

 
 
Table 4 The annual work produced by the 
original WT, the optimum tip pitch WT and the 
optimum tip pitch + optimum rotational speed         
 Annual work [MW.h/year] 

 
original opt.  

tip pitch 
opt. 

(pitch+omega) 
Doi Monlarn 35.49 37.76 54.92 
Huasai 49.01 49.58 132.28 
 

Interestingly, the increasing value in the 
maximum annual works by optimizing both tip 
pitch and rotational speed are beyond 
expectation as shown in Table 4.  The percent 
increasing is approximately 45% for Doi Monlarn 
site and 167% for Huasai site.  It is worthy of 
considering the smaller generator which slower 
rotates than the bigger one, in order to gain 
more power especially in the low wind sites.      
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5. Conclusions 
 This paper presents the results from the 
code, based on BEM and Weibull’s PDF at 2 
sites.  The code was used to design for optimum 
tip pitch and optimum rotational speed for a 
stall-regulated wind turbine operating on year-
round basis on 2 different wind statistics.  It was 
found that rotational speed should be varied 
from the design point (7.5 rad/s) in order to 
enhance the maximum annual work in other 
cases and tip pitch should be re-adjusted to find 
the new optimum point as well.  Different tip 
pitch and rotational speed provided the 
maximum annual work approximately 100% 
higher than of the original design. This proves 
that design of a stall-regulated wind turbine in 
accordance with the known local wind statistics 
is important for the economy of a commercial 
endeavor.   
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